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Strange World Of David Lynch
Suffice it to say interviewing David Lynch constitutes a white whale for yours truly ... And let’s hope for the best in the world. INLAND EMPIRE is now playing at New York’s IFC Center.
Strange What Love Does: David Lynch on Restoring INLAND EMPIRE
Creating a wide web of content that enveloped viewers into a world they were not quite sure how to interpret, though were willing to engulf themselves in, creators David Lynch and Mark Frost forever ...
Ranking the 10 best characters of David Lynch's 'Twin Peaks'
David Lynch ... that a new Lynch feature film, which had somehow eluded all reportage, and which featured regular Laura Dern in some capacity, might be on the lineup for the world’s most ...
Sorry, But David Lynch Doesn’t Have A Surprise New Film Debuting At Cannes After All, Despite Earlier Reports
Even though there are things in his work that are deeply strange and difficult to watch ... Interviewed by Chris Rodley for the book Lynch on Lynch, David said, “The world we live in is a world of ...
David Lynch calls Philly a ‘hellhole’: Why the Twin Peaks, Dune, and Mulholland Drive director insists it’s a compliment
To Sleep So as to Dream, 1986. Directed by Kaizo Hayashi. Starring Shiro Sano, Koji Otake, Morio Agata, Kenji Endo, Fujiko Fukamizu, Baiken Jukkanji, and Moe Kamura. SYNOPSIS: To Sleep So as to Dream ...
Blu-ray Review – To Sleep So as to Dream (1986)
David Lynch never goes out of style ... with anyone he hires willing to follow his strange star down the rabbit hole together. And so, more than 20 years later, we’re still talking about ...
‘Mulholland Drive’ Singer Rebekah Del Rio on the Very Lynchian Time She Visited David Lynch’s Hometown
The production is of course littered with fun facts and stories; violent deleted scenes, the involvement of David Lynch and exactly ... bodies - it's fully strange, yet all the images have a ...
20 Things You Didn't Know About The Ring
Filmmakers like Alfred Hitchcock, David Lynch and Micheal Haneke are ... from ants moving around a cut ear to deformed bodies to strange coloured rooms and creepy characters. In contrast to Hitchcock ...
Shades Of Horror: Hitchcockian, Lynchian To Haneke's Domestic Dystopia
Ex-Liverpool star offers Mo Salah and Sadio Mane theory after "strange" AFCON showdown ...
David Lynch
Disney/Pixar’s anticipated animated movie Lightyear will not be playing in the Cannes lineup, Deadline has confirmed. There’s a chance the movie gets a private exhibitor screening that week on the ...
Disney/Pixar’s ‘Lightyear’ Will Not Be In The Cannes Film Festival Lineup
Nicolas Cage is one of the most prolific and recognizable actors in all of Hollywood. Audiences continue to be engaged with his off-kilter roles and strange demeanor, which has resulted in a long ...
The Amazing List Of Directors That Nicolas Cage Wants To Work With In The Future
In many ways a conspiracy theorist's dream, the obscure genre, Witch House, displays a visual aesthetic which incorporates the occult, the bizarre, hidden symbols, strange codes, shamanism and ...
10 Fascinating Niche Music Genres Which Need To Be Heard
David Lynch, Barbara Kopple, Jacques Demy, Akira Kurosawa, the Maysles, Pennebaker, Ingmar Bergman—those looking for a crash course in world cinema can pretty much single-handedly thank Turner ...
The 50 Best Movies on HBO Max, Ranked (April 2022)
Wearing its David Lynch inspirations heavily on its sleeve ... You play as Will, a bit of a loner and, it's fair to say, also a bit of a strange lad. One of the most popular girls at school, Tanya ...
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